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Top 7 Trends Influencing DevOps / DevSecOps Adoptions

The New Direction of
DevOps/DevSecOps Adoption 
DevOps pairs software development (Dev) and information technology operations (Ops) 
to allow perpetual, seamless delivery of quality and value to clients. Adding multiple 
layers of security and reliability through processes and tools leads to DevSecOps.

Companies worldwide have been adopting DevOps and DevSecOps into their regular 
workflows exponentially. While many trends are both influencing and restraining DevOps 
adoption among technology corporations, they can all broadly fall under three pillars:

ARCHITECTURE

1 Monolithic to Microservice 
Architecture

2 Cloud-First Architecture

INFRASTRUCTURE
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TECHNOLOGY
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6 Site Reliability 
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Trends in Architecture

Trends in architecture bring about changes in how technology manifests and radically 
modifies the work cycle for organizations developing software, making it an influencing field 
over DevOps.

MONOLITHIC TO MICROSERVICE
ARCHITECTURE

CLOUD-FIRST
ARCHITECTURE
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TREND 1

Monolithic to Microservice 
Architecture
From massive, inflexible systems that limit compatibility, the new trend of 

concise, compatible software has substantially increased the adoption of 

DevOps and DevSecOps. With architectures such as containers and 

packages becoming mainstream, it has become easier for teams to code, 

debug, and deploy faster.



TREND 2
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Cloud-First
Architecture
The mobile-first, cloud-first development trend has worked wonders for data 

transportation, security, and collaboration. The cloud-first adoption has 
made development perpetual and seamless on all grounds—efficiency, 

safety, transparency, and collaboration.
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Trends in 
Infrastructure
Infrastructure is the facet that deals with software, hardware, networking resources, 

systems, and tools that allow companies to operate and manage their production 

processes. Infrastructure trends directly affect their adoptive or restrictive tendencies 

toward DevOps and DevSecOps implementation in the work cycle.

KUBERNETES PLUS/MINUS DEVOPS AGILE INFRASTRUCTURE



TREND 3
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Kubernetes plus/minus DevOps
Kubernetes is an open-source system 
designed to orchestrate container 
management, deployment, and scaling. 
Depending on how companies implement 
Kubernetes into their work cycle, the 
established infrastructure influences or 
restrains DevOps adoption worldwide.

On the one hand, Kubernetes empowers 
organizations to produce expeditiously and 
with greater security. On the other hand, 
Kubernetes makes it extremely easy for AI 
and ML tools to analyze, predict, and 
automate data and work processes and  
dissolve the need for any human 
interaction, creating a fully automated, 
NoOps scenario. 
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Agile
Infrastructure
Thought of as a parallel to DevOps itself, Agile methodologies focus on 
collaboration, organization, diversity of skill sets to achieve resilience, quick 
distribution, and self-improving work processes. The trend toward Agile 
practices is perhaps the most influential for DevOps adoption.

TREND 4
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Trends in Technology

Advancements in technology mean new foundations and new practices. As tech trends 
change, the work cycles, processes, and mindsets evolve, directly impacting DevOps/
DevSecOps.

RELEASE & DEPLOYMENT AUTOMATION

SITE RELIABILITY ENGINEERS

SHIFT TOWARDS AI/ML



TREND 5
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Release & Deployment Automation

With the rise of release and deployment automation, companies can automate 

the transition between testing and production environments, saving time while 

boosting reliability and blurring the line between CI and CD.
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TREND 6

Site Reliability Engineers

Site Reliability Engineers (SREs) build on the characteristics of software 
engineering and implement them into procedural and infrastructural problems 
within organizations. The mission of SREs is to create highly scalable and 
secure software that uses a high degree of automation. SREs can focus on 
operations by creating self-healing systems, leaving development almost 
entirely to the computers.
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TREND 7

Shift Towards AI/ML

Machine Learning (ML) systems can 
process large amounts of data to make 
reliable predictions or provide highly 
accurate analyses. Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
can then use the data and projections to 
determine next steps, creating a magnificent 
machine that can function independently of 
human intervention.

While this makes the system faster, 

autonomous, and reliable—which is what 

DevOps promotes—it eventually creates 

a NoOps cycle where no development or 

operations from humans are required. 
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Want more info on 
trends influencing 
DevOps and 
DevSecOps?

Click here to 
download our 
companion white 
paper.

Conclusion
The trends that enable companies to increase their 
output with better quality promote DevOps and 
DevSecOps adoption, yet can also hinder their 
advancement.

Trendy tech evolutions such as Kubernetes and      

AI/ML will eventually create an alternate work cycle 

wherein human interaction is minimal to 

nonexistent. However, such trends are far from 

being realized at their full potential today. 

DevOps and DevSecOps adoption in tech 

organizations across the globe will continue 

to rise exponentially in the foreseeable future.
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